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We combine data from a variety of sources to help us
prescribe optimal content solutions

Types of data we are curating:
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ALIGNING DATA TO YOUR UNIQUE CHALLENGES
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Identify addressable 
goals/challenges

Align goals with most 
relevant data sources

Interpret findings and 
provide recommendation

Data-driven tactics and 
content themes designed to 
increase basket size

Data-driven content 
storylines that will increase 
purchase frequency

Audience insights that 
identify new HHs and 
methods for reaching and 
targeting them

Re-engage lapsed users

Drive new HH penetration

Drive new usage occasions

Increase basket size POS Data – Market Basket

Social Data

Audience Analysis

New item or innovation awareness

Revive brand image

Drive ecommerce sales

POS Data – Purchase Incidence

Market Research

Engagement Data

POS Data – Loyalty/Segmentation

Gain share vs. competition

Increase brand affinity

Accelerate activity surrounding offers/rebates

Re-engage lapsed members 
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PIQ CASE STUDY
Category: Vegetable Oil
Objective: Steal share from olive oil by expanding usage occasions

PIQ  FINDINGS
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PIQ CASE STUDY

EXECUTION RESULTS

5.6% Sales lift and 1.96X ROAS

Over delivery by 28% on impressions, 

coming in at 50.7MM

43.2K Campaign Engagements, 

44% higher than category benchmarks



BREAKFAST CEREAL



Cereal: Healthy & Dessert?
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Key Hashtags

Snack, Yogurt, Healthy Fats, Protein, 
Raisins, Pretzels, M&Ms, Vanilla, 
Weekend Treat, Toppings, Blend, 
Granola, Night, Before Bed, Start, 
Favorites

Market Basket

Rising Topics

Highest Occurance Baskets $150+

Bananas Berries

Citrus Bulk Nuts

Eggs Diapers

Berries Breakfast Sausage

#plantbased #healthyfood #glutenfree

#dessert #yogurt #gymfreak

#keto #breakfast #icecream

Who’s Talking About Cereal?



A GREAT START TO THE DAY
CONVERSATIONS ABOUT BREAKFAST CEREAL
October 2018 - October 2019

More than 4 million social conversations mentioning cereal took place over the last 12 months. 
Healthy eating was a theme in a number of conversations where individuals were looking to 
specific cereal brands to provide protein or, when combined with non-dairy milk, give them a 
plant-based start to their day.
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#healthyeating

Key Hashtags

#coffee #nutrition #momlife



prescriptiveIQTM BREAKFAST CEREAL
SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS
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Positive
Topics

recipe

bar

almond milk

easy

meal

Keywords

Breakfast cereal is for more than 
breakfast. Individuals talked about 
enjoying cereal as a quick and easy 
meal. Cereal also became an ingredient 
for sweet and healthy recipes. And we 
can’t ignore those posts about topping 
ice cream with cereal.

Don’t forget the milk! Almond milk was 
mentioned as the perfect companion in 
their cereal bowl. Especially in 
conversations about healthy breakfasts. 

Rising 
Topics



prescriptiveIQTM BREAKFAST CEREAL
SOCIAL TIMING TRENDS
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Both searches and social conversations peaked on March 7, National Cereal Day. The brands that people talked 
about varied by what they were looking for the cereal to provide (healthy start vs. treat) but there were some key 
brands that were mentioned consistently -- including Cinnamon Toast Crunch. Those looking for a gluten free, 
keto, and paleo version of the popular brand are sharing recipes and talking about how they make their own. 

11%
Cinnamon 

Toast Crunch Lucky Charms Cheerios

Top 5 Cereal Brands Mentioned

Rice Krispies Cocoa Puffs



prescriptiveIQTM BREAKFAST CEREAL
SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS
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Conversations about breakfast cereal 
skew slightly male. When men are 
talking about breakfast cereal they’re 
mentioning their favorite brands and 
talking talking about cereal as a meal-
replacement or a normal part of their 
day. 

Women are also mentioning their 
favorite brands but they are talking 
about new brands to try and how they 
provide a nutritious start to the day 
with cereal and plant-based milk for 
both them and their kids. 

KEY TOPICS BY GENDER

WHO ARE THEY?

Female

mom

almond milk

try

Shared

taste

Toast Crunch

Lucky 
Charms

Male

meal

bag

Fruity 
Pebbles
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Breakfast cereal is often a stock-up trip. Baskets are, on average, 21 items at $88.13. Other items in the basket include 
other breakfast staples as well as other meal prep items.   

prescriptiveIQTM BREAKFAST CEREAL
POS MARKET BASKET ANALYSIS: DECEMBER 2018

Bananas Onions Citrus

Carrots Eggs Margarine or Butter

Grapes Milk Berries



LIPSTICK



Lipstick: Self care, inside and out
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Key Hashtags

Yourself, Shop, Photo, Red, Pretty, 
Collection, Gloss, Shade, Design, 
Perfect, Hope, Blend, Hydrating, 
Favorite, Vitamin, Pink, Happy, Little,  
Beauty, Hair, Life

Who’s Talking About Lipstick?
Market Basket

Rising Topics

Highest Occurance Highest Lift Index

Cosmetic  Lip Cosmetic Face  

Gourmet Items Cosmetic Eye

Personal Goods Lotion

Cookies Cosmetic Accessories

#gloss #glitter #glam

#purse #fashion #ootd

#motd #lashes #skincare



LIPSTICK IS ABOUT MORE THAN LIPS
CONVERSATIONS ABOUT LIPSTICK
October 2018 - October 2019

Lips are only a part of the beauty story for women -- the lipstick is part of the total palette
and needs to to align with eye make-up and foundation. Brands that have a number of 
products under their cosmetic line should consider providing bundled options for women 
who are looking for the perfect combination for their palette. 
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Positive Keywords

#gloss

#glitter

#glam

#redlips

Key Hashtags

matte palette glitter photo



prescriptiveIQTM LIPSTICK
SOCIAL TIMING TRENDS
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Conversations about lipstick were highest in the late fall/early winter (peaking December 2) and begin to drop 
off over the month of February. Searches had a similar pattern but an additional spike in June around the 

Jaclyn Hill lipstick drama. We see a spike again in these conversations (in both search and social) during the 
week of July 28 for National Lipstick day.  There isn’t a lot of variation in conversations by day of the week but 

time of day does play a role with conversations primarily happening during evening hours (after 4pm). 

11%
National 

Lipstick Day
Aladdin Mac 

lipstick 
Made For All 

lipstick

Related Search Topics

Color My 
World lipstick



prescriptiveIQTM LIPSTICK
SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS
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While conversations about lipstick skew 
female, it’s not just women talking. 
Nearly 1 in 4 of the posts were by men. 
Posts by men skew slightly more 
negative but positive topics include 
shopping and nights out. 

Red lips are mentioned by both men 
and women. Women often describe 
how a great lip color makes them feel 
good. 

KEY TOPICS BY GENDER

WHO ARE THEY?

Female

pretty

great

photo

Shared

dark

red

face

Male

shop

cute

night



prescriptiveIQTM LIPSTICK
SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS
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What 
They 
Talk 

About

Over the year conversations have included both matte and gloss lips, 
but gloss appears to be the rising topic over the past few months. 
Pink is a rising color along with conversations about overall beauty 
(hair & makeup). A number of brands were among the top entities 
mentioned: Anastasia Beverly Hills, MAC Cosmetics, NYX 
Professional Makeup, Fenty Beauty, and Make Up For Ever.

lip gloss pink

Rising Keywords

hair makeup



HEADPHONES



Headphones: The perfect companion to 1:1 time 
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#music

Key Hashtags

#travel #podcast

#earbuds #meditation #silentparty

#selfcare #sleep #mindfulness

Noise Cancelling, Morning, Wireless, 
Friends, Empowering, Fitness, Gym, 
Happy, Home, Run, Car, Playing, 
Beats, Myself

Who’s Talking About Headphones? Campaign Timing

Rising Topics



I HEAR WHAT I WANT TO HEAR
CONVERSATIONS ABOUT HEADPHONES
October 2018 - October 2019

Headphones are primarily used to concentrate sound in the ear of the listener. However, 
headphones are also used to keep sound out. Social conversations suggest that headphones 
are used to provide motivational music when exercising, they are used to enjoy their favorite 
song, to concentrate on their favorite game, or keep out other noises or distractions. Over the 
last 12 months there were more than nine mentions of headphones per minute. 
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Key Hashtags

#motivation #fitness #travel #silentdisco



prescriptiveIQTM HEADPHONES
SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS
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Positive
Topics

gaming

car

wireless

workout

noise 
cancelling

Keywords

Headphone features that having be rising 
topics over the past few months include 
bluetooth, wireless, and noise cancelling. 
Conversations that were more negative 
appeared to be around when these key 
features did not work.  

Sentiment varied widely in headphone 
conversations - only 53% were positive. 
Positive conversations about headphones 
were about comfortably being able to listen 
to their favorite whether in the car, at work, or 
in the gym. 

Rising 
Topics



prescriptiveIQTM HEADPHONES
SOCIAL TIMING TRENDS
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Both searches and social conversations about headphones were highest around the holiday season and into 
the new year as individuals looked for the technology to help them support their #newyearnewyou goals. A 
number of brands - including Bose, Dolby, iPhone and Sony - were in related search results. Apple, Sony, 

Beats, and Bose are among the top entities discussed in social conversations.  

11%
Bose 

headphones
Dolby 

headphones
Best wireless 
headphones

Related Search Topics

iPhone 
headphones

Sony 
headphones



prescriptiveIQTM HEADPHONES
SOCIAL CONVERSATIONS
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Headphone conversations skew male 
and Millennials make up the largest 
age demographic in the social data. 
Men are often talking about using their 
headphones for gaming or listening to 
music. 

Ten percent of conversations were 
about purchase intent (combination of 
forward looking statements and a 
statement of acquisition). Men had 
more conversation about product 
features and quality than women. 

KEY TOPICS BY GENDER

WHO ARE THEY?

Female

run

myself

Listen to 
music

Shared

car

help

beats

Male

wired

playing

buy


